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Rosemount DP Flow

Rosemount DP Flow Terminology (Part 1)
THE DP FLOW EQUATION
CD, Discharge Coefficient

Q m = NC d EY 1 d 2 DP

To better understand DP flow, there are a number of
different terms to become familiar with.

N, Numerical Conversion Factor
N is a conversion factor to convert all the different
units in the mass flow equation to like term.

 , Beta Ratio
This is the ratio of orifice bore (d), to pipe internal
diameter (D), d/D=  . Note,  is not constant. It
will change with temperature due to thermal
expansion.

The discharge coefficient is a correction factor for
describing the amount of flow that actually passes
through the primary element. It corrects the
theoretical flow equation for effects of frictional
energy loss, placement of the pressure taps and
velocity profile. Cd has been studied extensively
with equations being developed to accurately fit
test data. ASME, ISO and AGA all use slightly
different equations for Cd. These equations are all
a function of Beta (  ) and Reynolds Number (RD).
For most primary elements, Cd changes with flow
rate.

E, Velocity of Approach Factor
E is simply a substitution for a messy term in the
theoretical equation to relate the velocity of the
fluid in the throat of an orifice plate to that in the
pipe. Beta ratio is the only variable in this term.
1
E = ------------------4
1–B

RD, Reynolds Number
RD is a dimension-less number used to predict the
behavior of fluids under flowing conditions. It does
not show up directly in the mass flow equation, but
is a function of Cd. It is a function of density,
velocity, pipe ID and viscosity.
 PipeID   velocity   density 
R D = -------------------------------------------------------------------------vis cos ity

Y1, Gas Expansion Factor
The density of a gas changes as it passes
through a primary element. In the theoretical
equation, density is assumed constant before and
after a primary element. Y1 corrects for the
change in density of the fluid as it passes through
the primary element. It is a function of Beta, the
ratio of DP to line pressure, and fluid properties.

 , Density
Density is mass per unit volume. Typically lb/ft3 or
kg/m3. Density of gases is dependent on
pressure and temperature. Generally only
temperature affects the density of liquids.
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Z, Compressibility Factor
By knowing pressure, temperature, and
molecular weight (MW), gas density can be
calculated using the Ideal Gas Law. The
Compressibility Factor (Z) is used in the Ideal
Gas Law to compensate for deviations from ideal
behavior.
PV = ZnRT

Where, P= absolute pressure, V= volume, n=
mass/MW, R = Gas constant, and T= absolute
temperature.
Z is required to accurately calculate real gas
density. It is important to note that Z actually
changes with pressure and temperature for any
given gas.

 , Viscosity
Viscosity is a measure of a fluids resistance to
flow. A greater force is required to shear a higher
viscosity fluid than a lower viscosity fluid.
Generally, viscosity decreases with temperature
for liquids, and increases with temperature for
gases.
All of these terms with the exception of N, change
with flow, pressure, and/or temperature. The
3051S MultiVariable™ transmitter compensates
for these variables by dynamically calculating all
of the DP flow coefficients using real time
measurements of differential pressure, static
pressure and temperature.
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